HILLSBORO INLET SAILING CLUB

June 2022

From The Helm
This edition of From The
Helm is aptly named – or
at least it could be
called“From the Nav Station”. As I write this we
are Southeast of New
Providence,making a
splashy stormy soggy
passage to the Exumas.
Memorial Day has come and gone, and
with it we enter the core of thecruising
season. Members are in Biscayne Bay,
Bimini, Abaco, Exuma andeven farther
afield doing what we all love – enjoying
our boats and eachother’s company – as
well as making new friends and exploring
newdestinations. This is it; why we love
to sail any why many of us live where we
do..
As you’ve no doubt heard, cruising has
been called “fixing your boat in exotic locations” and I’ve gotten plenty of reminders of that this season. Systems that
Continued on Page 2
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checked out fine dockside suddenly fail when put to the test. No matter how
well you prep, Murphy is still the boss. The important factor is to make sure
you have backups and spares for critical systems and take the knocks with a
good sense of humor.
Also important is to have confidence in your boat and your crew. Without
that, even simple issues can take on larger than necessary proportions and
lead you to go looking for problems where none exist. So find the problems
and the weak points, solve them and then test it all in real situations to build
your confidence. I think this is pretty good advice for life in general, not just
boating.

For our June General Meeting, we’ll again be in the indoor meeting room at
Galuppi’s. Last month’s meeting went really well and we got a lot of positive feedback. Unfortunately, I won’t be able to join you this month as I’m
off cruising but I hope you’ll forgive me. Vice Commodore Mike Megarity
will be our Master of Ceremonies and I know he’ll do a fine job.
So, get your Ship Together and get out there!
Ross Hunton Commodore
SV Commotion

Are you following the club Facebook page?
Catch up on the many posts by Club members.
You can find out page at

https://www.facebook.com/groups/hisc.org/
Our Crew Page is at

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1969062466531180
And our Youth Sailing page is at:

https://www.facebook.com/HISCYouthSailing
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Upcoming Events

HISC 2020 Governing board

06/12 Board Meeting

Commodore
Vice Commodore
Rear Commodore
Past Commodore
Treasurer
Secretary
Two Year Directors

06/09 General Meeting

07/07 Board Meeting
07/14 General Meeting
07/23 Social Sail
08/04 Board Meeting
08/20 Landlubbers Party & GM

09/01 Board Meeting

One Year Directors

09/08 General Meeting

Staff Commodore

09/17 Commodores Cup Party

Ross Hunton
Michael Megarity
Eduardo Rabadan
Paul Alcock
Joe Gomez
Bob Odell
Thomas Jockers
Jeff Keiser
Astrid Hunton
Kendall Marcelle
Bob Schuldenfrei

TBC:
To Be Confirmed

10/06 Board Meeting

Races, Regattas & After Race Parties Schedule
Date

Race

Manager

Host

6/18

Nederlanden Race

Eduardo Rabadan

(see flyer on Page 5)

6/22

Beer Can Race

Larry Geller

6/29

Beer Can Race

7/6

Beer Can Race

7/13

Beer Can Race

7/16

Single Handed Race

Cruising Calendar
MONTH

DAY(S)

June

18

EVENT

HOSTS

Father’s Day
Cruise

Hector Arriallga
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LOCATION

Sunrise Bay

BOAT US MEMBERSHIP

Boat US membership dues are $30.00. Since we have a group membership; current HISC
Members as well as any new HISC Members in 2021 should only pay $15.00.
Our Group Number is GA83724S
If you need any additional information call me,
Tim Leonard, Boat US Coordinator at (754) 367-1085
or e-mail to tbleonard@comcast.net

The Club Purpose

The purpose of the Hillsboro Inlet Sailing Club is to develop, encourage, promote, and stimulate interest in sailing, and to
encourage the fellowship and camaraderie associated with sailing and sailors in the Hillsboro Inlet area from Palm Beach to
Miami and beyond.

Membership

An application for membership in HISC may be obtained from membership chairperson Davod Birdett at
954-604-9902 (membership@hisc.org) or by contacting any club member. There is a $30.00 initiation fee and annual
dues of $150 (family), $125 (single), are payable upon joining and every January thereafter. After June 30, the dues are
75.00 (family) or $62.50 (single) for the rest of the current year for new members.

Monthly General Meeting

The Hillsboro Inlet Sailing Club holds a monthly membership meeting generally on the second Thursday of each month,
7:00pm at the Galuppi’s 1103 N Federal Hwy, Pompano Beach, Florida 33062, Tel: (954) 785-0226. Please check the
monthly calendar or call the editor for any changes in the meeting dates, times, or locations.

Club Links:
• Club Website: https://www.hisc.org
• Club Youth Sailing Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/HISCYouthSailing/
• Club Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/hisc.org
• Club Photos Online: https://hisc.smugmug.com/
• Club Calendar: https://www.hisc.org/events/
• Hillsboro Inlet Soundings: https://www.hisc.org/inlet-info/

Want to get your Local Knowledge into Print?
Could you write a Local Knowledge article? We’re looking for articles about Lake Boca, Hillsboro Inlet, Boca Inlet, Port Everglades,
The ICW from Port Everglades to Hillsboro Inlet, and other areas.
We’re looking for Articles for 2021 Issues of the Inlet Outlet.
Please contact the Editor if you would like to author a Local Knowledge article.
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Father’s Day Cruise & Nederlanden Coastal Race
2022 June 18th 2022
We will celebrate Father’s Day with a Cruise to Sunrise
Bay and join the Bill Nederlanden After Race Party at a
Pavillion at the Hugh Taylor Birch State Park.
This will be a Pot Luck dinner event and because the
Party is on land, everyone can attend! But PLEASE let
us know that you’re planning on coming.
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“Stay after our June 9th. General Meeting for this very entertaining and informative history with talk, powerpoint
and samples! about something I bet
you never even know about!! “

Tom Garvey, Program Chair.
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Membership
David Burdett is our club Membership Chair
Neal D'Alessio, sounds like a nice guy, has already completed his Safe Boaters
Online Course. Is looking to cruise in order to get experience towards getting his
own boat. Lives in Boca and has attended a club GM (May 2022). Neal was interviewed by Past Commodore Paul Alcock Neal was sponsored by T.Jockers and D.
Burdett. Member since 6/2/2022
There are a couple of additional membership applications in the pipeline.

If you know of someone that is interested in membership, please refer them to David
Burdett our Membership Chair and he will advise you of the membership application process.
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Racing - 2022 Season
By Eduardo Rabadan— Racing Chair
It’s been a great season of racing so far and it only promises to get better!
The Spring Series races have been a success with boats participating in all three
classes and with new additions like Summer Wind and Sharyn-Leigh. Even our
Vice Commodore was seen showing off his skills a couple of times. Conditions have
been varied ranging from 0 to 20 kts which have resulted in some exciting moments. This past weekend Race 7, which almost didn’t happen due to the tropical
depression that went through Saturday, started with literally no wind or swells the
following day. After we drifted through the start, Cookie Monster, which was
ahead by about 100 yards, decided to involuntarily make a 360 degree turn to the
dismay and pleasure of the other boaters (in my defense, we had no steerage since
we weren’t making any headway and the current just turned us around). In the
meantime, the beach committee, which was not getting much excitement from sailboats drifting by, was the witness to a marriage proposal to one of their guests (and
soon to be member). It’s not just about sipping margaritas after all. In any case
the wind picked up sufficiently that by the second race everything went back to
normal and overall, it was a great day on the water.
The Palm Beach regatta last month proved to be as exciting as it has been the previous years. We had a total of nine boats, four of whom were from our club. And
we got first place in three out of the four classes!! What an amazing job from our
club racers. The course was a straight reach to Palm Beach that favored those
boats that went further offshore and who saw currents pushing them up to three
knots, although less than a mile offshore you still had a good two knots of north
current. The Palm Beach sailing club put on a delightful spread for the boaters at
their club and combined it with a Kentucky derby themed dance party, complete
with a live broadcasting of the race and members dressed for the occasion
(including the fancy hats for the ladies).
Coming up and not to be missed is the Nederlanden race to Port Everglades, followed by the Father’s Day raft-up at Sunrise Bay on June 18-19. This is an easy
coastal race and since it is combined with a cruise destination afterwards, it’s perfect for the cruisers who want to join in some light racing fun. The awards ceremony will be held at the Pavilion at Hugh Taylor Birch State Park along with plenty of
food, drinks, and entertainment, so plan to attend. Dinghy transport to/from boats
will be provided by the cruisers, and you can also get to the festivities by car, but
you will need to arrive early if you want to find a parking space.

We hope to see you on the water soon – after all, that is why you joined this amazing club.
Eduardo Rabadan
Race Committee chair
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Cruising 2022

Doing our part to get the club active again, this year we are getting the oars out and pulling to get everyone involved in the
Cruising Program
There are two cruises over the Memorial day weekend:
#1 Bimini - Hosted by Commotion look for a flyer shortly
#2 Biscayne Bay - Hosted by Eximius, again look for a flyer shortly.
Thank you everyone that committed to being a host of one of
this year’s Cruises.
Hosting is a lot of Fun and does not take a lot.

If you would like to find out more about what is involved in our
Cruise Hosting program, please ask.
Thanks.
HISC 2022 Cruise Committee:
Jeff & Judy Keiser, Paul & Peggy Alcock
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Bimini Cruise—Memorial Day May 2022
By Astrid Hunton—SV Commotion

Bimini 2022
Our Thursday night departure of 8:30 M through the 17th St. Causeway
bridge was uneventful. That may have been one of the few uneventful things
we did on this trip. Commotion was loaded for a 2-week adventure in the
Exumas with a pit stop in Bimini for clearance and conch salad. The days
prior we liaised with Atillio on Spirit of the Wind to coordinate buddy boating or at the very least monitoring each other’s travels.

The motor down to Haulover was into 2-3 foot seas and not uncomfortable.
Turning East at Haulover Inlet took us out into the gulf stream where things
got a bit lumpy and confused. We noticed that radio and AIS traffic seemed
quiet and wondered if our radio was working correctly. When we did see
ships on AIS, it was only a few miles out which was not normal. Add in the
12

Bimini Cruise—Memorial Day May 2022 (Cont’d)
By Astrid Hunton—SV Commotion
radar was only working intermittently. A kernel of doubt snuck into our
minds. Is the boat working okay?

Besides going to Bimini, we were happy we had a bimini and a dodger and
side curtains. A rainstorm hit around midnight and dumped buckets of water
onto the ocean and Commotion. The skies cleared and star watching was
amazing from 2:30am-430am. The moonrise at 5am was beautiful as well.
Sailing gives you the chance to enjoy nature at its worst and best. We had
slowed down to ensure an arrival after sunrise. About 1 mile from arrival,
Astrid was down below and heard the stereo speaker making a horrible buzzing noise when suddenly POOF, FIRE! Luckily the fire went out within seconds and the only thing damaged was the outlet that started on fire. Remember the kernel of doubt? After looking around the outlet, we realized that a
leak had found its way down the wall, into the outlet and onto the plugged-in
printer. Note to self, turn off inverter. At 6:45 we wove our way into the
channel. The reef/sand bar coming off North Bimini has expanded its reach
beyond the entry to Bimini Sands (S. Bimini) so you must hug the red markers to the south. The entrance does not have organized red and green markers, you must watch the depth and look for what appears as the next logical
red or green marker. There is a large red marker in the middle of the reef, do
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Bimini Cruise—Memorial Day May 2022 (Cont’d)
By Astrid Hunton—SV Commotion
not go near it.
The water around Bimini is breathtaking and a welcome sight after a long
crossing.
We tied up at Big Game and cleared immigration and customs. After walking through all the steps in Click to Clear, we still missed a document that
needed filing and Immigration was kind enough to provide it and fill it out.
We moved Commotion into her proper slip which was a little challenging
with current and strong wind. A bit of patience, good driving skills and having lines and fenders at the ready was key. After we recombobulated ourselves and the boat, we noticed a 4-amp power drain that couldn’t be accounted for. Ross ran through all the plugs, lights etc. in the saloon. Pulled
open the switch panel and started checking wires. An unmarked wire was
found to be the culprit and was summarily disconnected. Everything still
seemed to work still, so problem solved, right? Remember the kernel of
doubt.... Atillio and Cecilia on Spirit of the Wind departed Biscayne Bay at 4
am Friday with a fouled prop and sailed all the way to Bimini. Kudos to
them and their determination to make the trip. They called us at 6:30 pm and
announced their arrival in the channel. We helped them dock and left them
to recombobulate the boat and themselves. After long trips there is always
the need to organize the boat, dock lines, people and your frame of mind.
Saturday was spent enjoying the beach at South Bimini and exploring in the
dingy. The now-abandoned Bimini Beach Club is falling into the ocean and
the marina has never been repaired since Hurricane Matthew. At 3pm we
jumped into Chaos, our dingy, with Attilio and Cecilia and headed to Stuart’s Conch shack. We were lucky and beat the Bimini Bay crowds and enjoyed conch and lobster salads with cold Kaliks. An afternoon well spent
getting to know new friends and enjoying the beautiful view. Saturday night
we went to turn on the underwater lights to be like the cool kids and to
watch the large fish swimming about. Ross flipped the switch, nothing happened. He realized he flipped it to the Off position. He flipped it On, nothing happened. We found the 4 amp ghost! We forgot to turn off the underwater lights from Thursday nights crossing! It is amazing how a little bit of
doubt can cloud your judgement.
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Bimini Cruise—Memorial Day May 2022 (Cont’d)
By Astrid Hunton—SV Commotion
At the docks we met a handful of cruisers
heading to the Berrys and Exumas. Each
had a varied amount of experience. One
boat tied up and asked what marina they
were at. Another boat came from Naples
with a paid captain and had not filled in
nor knew of any of the paperwork that
was needed. Big Game does have a service for $100 to fill in the Click to Clear
paperwork for inexperienced or unprepared boaters. Save yourself the money
and read the presentation from the May
meeting and ask your fellow club members for help.
Sunday morning we checked the engine
and oil. Water in the drip pan! We installed a new impeller before we left.
What could be wrong? A quick inspection found the issue to be with the seal.
Off came the cover and a new O-ring
added. Still leaking. Off came the cover
and we removed the O-ring and realized
the cover and the groove were filthy with
remnants of old O- rings. A dental pick and Dremel with wire brush did the
trick and Commotion was back in business.
Commotion departed Bimini Sunday morning on her way to the Exumas.
By Astrid Hunton

Note, as Commotion is not planning on returning to the US until June 12th.
There should be an extension of this article in the July Inlet Outlet Newsletter.
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Biscayne Bay Cruise May 2022

Memorial Day Cruise - the good, bad and ugly
The Plan: Sail down to Billy's Point in Biscayne Bay and meet up with some of the HISC
Club member's boats over the Memorial Day Weekend returning on Monday/Tuesday.
And have fun doing it.
We had loaded the boat with bedding, food, fuel, water, wine, Rum and Whiskey. We
were ready for this trip and the forecast was looking good, any bad weather was expected
to stay North of Port St. Lucie.
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We started the day early, up at 5am, breakfast of Cereal & Toast, by 7am, we had the
diesel engine running and prepared all of the lines to leave the dock. The morning
weather report was for very little wind from the South, so going outside on the
Ocean would have been a day of motoring with little to no wind. It was looking better to head down to Miami on the ICW.
In preparation for the trip with the option to go down the ditch, I had printed out a
list of all the ICW bridges between Port Everglades and the Port of Miami. The list
included the bridge names, distance from the previous bridge and it's opening times.
The list was at the ready at the helm. So the decision was made to go down on the
inside ( sailors down here refer to the ICW as the ditch, or 'the inside' rather than the
Ocean route )
The New River bridges close down for the morning rush hour from 7:30am until
9am, so our plan was to leave the dock around 6:15am which would mean that we
would get out of the canal within two hours of high tide.

We heard Chris and Kelli on Summer wind call for the Hillsboro Inlet Bridge opening, seems they were going on the outside, we were already down south of Port Everglades, it would be interesting to see how our progress towards Biscayne Bay differed. Later we heard Summer wind call for the Dania Beach Bridge to open, so we
figured they had decided to come inside at Port Everglades and continue down the
inside. Summer wind is a Catalina 36 and has a larger engine than Eximius, so I expected them to catch up with us by the time we got to Biscayne Bay.
All of the bridges opened as expected except for the Venetian Isle (West) bridge. Our
GPS showed our arrival time at the bridge to be at 12:02 which would typically be as
it completed it's opining. I called the bridge tender requesting the bridge opening.
( they are not required to open on a scheduled opening time if no vessel has requested it ). At 11:58am, we could see that the bridge was already open. Bridges rarely
open early - normally that would be because of a commercial tow or tug or it could
be an emergency vessel. In this case it was a Miami Fire Boat, I'm sure nobody
would have any issues with the bridge opening early, but I had issues with the fact
that the bridge tender closed the bridge before 12:00, noon, instead of remaining
open to allow us to pass. We arrived, as expected at 12:02 and the bridge would normally be open fully ( the Bridge tenders routinely remind vessels to stay outside of
the 'fenders' until the bridge is fully open.)
So we lost a half hour doing doughnuts on the North side of the bridge, not an easy
task as the number of small vessels in the area. That was the third bridge that we
missed the opening, due to waterway traffic or just being unable to make the next
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bridge opening.

Once past Venetian, it was plain motoring past Miami down to the Rickenbacker Causeway bridge.
We did get a good view of the The Centinela del Río, (The River Sentry) by Cuban Manuel Carbonell
Just before the bridge, over to the East is the Miami Marina Stadium anchorage. We
could see it was quite busy and more boats were heading East towards it. Just in case Affection was still there as they planned, we called them on #68, #16 and #9 but no reply,
so we guessed they were already on their way to Billy's Point. We could hear Summer
Wind catching up to us when they called the bridges which we had already passed.

Once past the River Sentry, we followed the ICW channel down towards Rickenbacker
Causeway bridge
Just before the Rickenbacker bridge, over to the East is the Miami Marina Stadium anchorage. We could see it was quite busy and more boats were heading East towards it.
Just in case Affection was still there as they planned, we called them on #68, #16 and #9
but no reply, so we guessed they were already on their way to Billy's Point. We could
hear Summer Wind catching up to us when they called the bridges which we had already
passed.
Passing the bridge, we engaged the Auto Pilot once past the bridge and shortly after that
Affection showed up astern of us. Able to maintain a higher speed, Jeff & Judy sped off
towards the Featherbed channel. We played dodgeball with oncoming vessels, which required us to disengage Otto ( our nickname for the Autopilot) and then reengage it once
the power boats passed us.

We had passed through the Featherbeds by the time Summer Wind was visible astern
North of the beds. She was sailing to the South East trying to spend some of the trip under sail. Meanwhile we continued motoring with the wind on the nose headed to Billy's
Point.
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Affection had anchored and we prepared to raft up on their Starboard side, Fenders out,
Lines at the read and we approached them with the plan to drop our anchor to the south
west of Affection's and drop back to come alongside her. That pretty well went as
planned. It took a couple of tries, it's difficult to gauge small distances and we were trying to drop our anchor 90' in front of Affection. But we came alongside without a bump,
lines passed over, more fenders hung by Jeff & Judy and before long we were secure
alongside. Time for a Shower (hot water curtesy of 12 hours under motor) and a Rum.
Chris and Kelli on Summer Wind arrived and anchored off to the South West expecting
that Lady Gray will be close to them the next day. Chris had an issue with his dinghy
and spent a while getting that fixed.
Later, early evening, Jeff &Judy came over to share some Cheese & Wine aboard Eximius and so the Socialization began. It's always a big part of the club cruises and always a
pleasure to share personal stories.
Friday night was a pleasant period, cool enough to have the hatches open but only if
they had screens to keep out the mosquitoes. Jeff complained about them on Saturday
morning which was surprising as I'm normally the mosy bait.
Saturday morning we launched 'Special T' our new Dinghy, that was a game! Jeff came
over to Eximius and helped up maneuver it over the lifelines. Lesson learned - It's easier
to push the boat rather then pull it when launching. I had made up a 20' long 4 to 1 Utility Hoist which we connected to the Spinnaker Halyard. The top block was hoisted to
about 16' above the deck, the lower block was attached to the Bow Ring on the Dinghy.
It was easy hoisting the dink, but awkward getting it over the side, Jeff helped with that
and the Dink was in the water in just a few minutes.
The next challenge was to lower the engine off the mount on our Port stern quarter, the
challenge was to get the dink between the two boats rafted together. But again, we got it
done and before lunch, Special T was in the water with her engine and I was able to take
it for a spin. Special T is no longer a virgin! By the time we were all done, Lady Gray
was at anchor off to the North East about 200yds from Affection flying here beautiful
flags, they flew straight from the mast as the wind had picked up.
The plan was for the Cruise BYOG (Bring your own grub and something to share)
aboard Affection that evening. Judy did us proud! We had eight people at the party and
food enough for another eight. Of course the social ranked high among our cruising his-
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tory. We all wore colored glow in the dark necklaces. Discussions covered everything
from the trip down to the Bay, how the boats performed and the weather. We solved
several of the world's problems. Jeff & Judy brought 'Tam Tams' a chocolate cookie
that few of us had ever heard of. (( Barry was due to work the following week and reported back that he had found Tam Tams in South Africa, while Chris reported that
they were available on Amazon
There were a lot more stories that evening, but they are best left for the original story
teller to share.
Saturday night was not so comfortable.

The boat off our Port side Stern is Summer Wind - I know, Ironic.

So sleep on Saturday night was troubled to say the least, I was up after midnight looking to see what the noise was. Jeff was up doing the same thing and he eased our stern
line to allow the boats to sterns of the two boat to be set further apart. Back to sleep for
a couple of hours and then dawn came through.
There was an informal plan to share breakfast on Lady Grey. We confirmed with them.
the old fashioned way 'Just holler from one boat to another'. With food ready to go, we
all arrived on Lady Gray where Barry & Jamie were preparing a breakfast spread. Before breaking our fast, Barry played the Star Spangled Banner - by Madison Rising. We
all stood in respect of Memorial day and all of those that have given sacrifice to the
freedoms we have today.
After breakfast, with the Sun out, power boats were arriving at Elliott key and Billy's
point (which was about a mile from our location) Jeff & I snorkeled out to where we
expected our anchors to be dug into the sea bed. We were able to find Jeff's but Eximius' was dug in so well that we could not see it. Jeff did give me some pointers on how
to snorkel effectively, so I learned a new technique that did make snorkeling much
more pleasant. During the snorkel, I had let go of a large plastic noodle and, once back
at the boat, Peggy and Judy pointed out that the noodle was moving rapidly towards the
horizon astern of us.
Chris was at our stern and quickly motored away in the direction of the noodle. By that
time an arriving boat had spied the noodle and picked it up from the water. Chris was
able to catch up with them and retrieve the noodle. Thanks Chris.
Of course, overnight, our two rafted boats swung at least 360º which created a bit of
Macrame on our anchor chains. We spent a while discussing how to unwind the
chains. First option was to try and use Affection's dinghy to to swing around the an20

chors in the opposite direction from the storms effect and thus release the knot in the
chains. That just didn't work, despite our best effort. Next we tried to untie the knot by
using Affection's engines to swing the boats around, again, didn't work. Finally we decided with myself and Chris aboard his dinghy, to pull up the chains and then Eximius'
anchor allowing us to untangle the chains. That worked, but only because of a heroic
effort by Chris. The water was only about nine feet deep and Chris dove several times to
free our anchor but it worked. I feel that I owe Chris at least a Noodle.
With the anchors separated, we made the decision to just leave Affection's anchor holding both boats overnight. That worked for us as we planned to haul anchor before 8am
Monday (Memorial Day), so now we could leave the raft up a lot easier.
The wind was to high for us to raise the dink on Sunday evening. Just after dawn on
Monday, it had reduced sufficiently that we tried, successfully to hoist it out of the water. I had made a modification to the dink's painter ( a rope that is attached to the dingy
to help control it when it's moving it around from outside the boat), the change involved
putting a loop in the painter such that I could reach the loop from the deck of Eximius.
That allowed the connection of the lower end of the utility hoist to the loop without having to reach below the water to attach the hoist to the bow eye of the dinghy.
With the hoist attached to the dink, we were able to easily hoist Special T up on deck, as
soon as it cleared the lifelines, it swung in front of the mast and we could lower it down
onto the foredeck. It went surprising well with very little effort. Special T - a Zar 9HDL
dinghy weighs about 160lbs and the 4 to 1 ratio of the utility hoist meant we were pulling down on the hoist line with about a 40lb force, easily done when pulling in a downwards direction from the top block on the hoist. So we quickly secured the dinghy on
deck and went below for breakfast.

Around 7am we had Eximius' engine running and the boat set for departing the raft up.
Jeff appeared on the deck of Affection and quickly assisted in us casting off from his
boat, we motored astern to clear the sides and then Veer around to the North West and
head for our planned route up the ICW channel of Biscayne Bay towards the Featherbeds channel. We saw that Summer wind had left a while before us and was at least an
hour ahead of us. We set the autopilot to follow the route back to the North end of Biscayne bay with the plan of deciding if we were going to go outside via Stiltsville or continue North on the ICW and head home via the ditch.
Peggy was not for us going outside. We had just gone through some heavy rain and
could see the clouds dissipating on Radar, Summer Wind was already out on the Ocean
and reported there was a slight swell and light winds about 45º off the Stbd bow, so it
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should be a nice comfortable ride home. In addition to being able to sail home, there was
the advantage that we would not have to deal with all of the bridges between Miami and
Port Everglades. For me the choice was obvious. The weather had improved and the Bay
was nice and flat, we were sailing with just the Genoa out doing about 4 to 5 knots on
under 1900 rpm of the engine, and with the wind 45º off the bow outside, it really
should be a faster ride if we put out the Main sail as well. So I was for going outside.
Peggy was not, quite adamantly so. Captain made the decision, we turned towards the
channel entrance at Stiltsville. -- MISTAKE --

As we motored along the Stiltsville channel, following many other boats, both sailboats
and power boats, the sea was very calm but I had furled in the Genoa and we had a very
gentle journey to the Ocean, it was quite relaxing.
Once outside of the Channel, we started our slow turn North, my plan was to ride the
gulf stream and reduce our trip time back to Port Everglades. We headed about 33ºM
keeping an eye on our ground speed, looking for a knot or two lift to the North when we
reach the gulf stream. That happened around Noon so at that time I turned North, we
were outside of the route to Miami channel and so I put in the Port Everglades Outer
buoy as the target destination. Skies were clear, not much wind but I put out the Genoa
and we kept the diesel running, still below 2000rpm.
Well, that didn't last! We were about 7 nautical miles south of Port Everglades, wind
started to pickup and I furled in the Genoa to just a handkerchief. We were motor sailing
with the wind backing more to the North, Seas were starting to pickup. Peggy was not
happy, that's putting it lightly. We normally wear our life jackets when on the Ocean, but
at this point we put on our Tethers and, with Peggy below, I hooked my tether near the
helm. The wind increased. Sorry, but our wind data was not working ( more on that in
the next post), however, we received a VHF call from Summer Wind advising that the
winds near the Port Everglades Entrance were sustained at 20knots and we knew it was
gusting, but we were doing 6 - 7 knots through the water but only 4-5 knots overground
despite the Northerly winds. I furled in the sail completely.
All of sudden, while dealing with the significant wave action and the gusting winds, our
speed through the water dropped to 2knots! We're less than two miles off shore, waves
wanted us to go that way and the wind was not steady North but gusts seemed to veer to
the East.
I guessed we had picked up something on the Prop and instead of it pushing water astern
of us thus moving us forwards, it's now probably just a ball spin with virtually no propulsion. I also noted that there was smoke or steam coming out of the exhaust. I slowed
the engine to Idle speed, shifted to Neutral, then into reverse and revved up with the intent of dislodging anything on the prop. We've picked up Poly bags before, same feeling,
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same process so it might work this time too. But when I put the engine in reverse, Peggy
could head a 'whomping' sound from inside the cabin and the engine shut down. Again,
this not a good situation. I checked the raw water strainer first, it was not totally clogged
with Sargassum but close. Cleaned that out. Then I checked the Raw Water thru hull,
just a few seconds to release the hose clamps with the handy tool that I keep near to that
thru hull, water squirted in and so that was clear. Time to try and restart the engine before I considered calling for a Tow Boat. When I tried to start, it didn't! Ok, maybe
there's a problem with the start battery - I asked Peggy to switch the battery selector to
'Two' tried to start again, nothing! Grrrr. Ok one more time, switch the selector back to
normal and let's try - DUH! - the engine was still in gear! I put it into neutral, tried to
start it again and it instantly started without any issues. We're moving again!
Worried that the steam/smoke was another indication of a problem with the engine colling system, I keep the rpm below 1800 and we continued the bumpy ride up to Port Everglades.

We both agreed that we could anchor in Sunrise Bay for the Monday night and catch the
High Tide Tuesday morning , so we anchored in the Bay.
Before we took a break, I pulled the engine covers off and started checking the engine.
Coolant levels - OK, Raw Water impeller pump, OK, Oil OK, Drive belt OK, we're
looking good. Clean up and take that well earned break.

We heard from Summer wind and Lady Gray that they had got back to their docks safely, things were looking better.
After a hot shower, we had Shepherds pie for dinner along with wine for Peggy, and a
glass of rum on an Ice Ball for me.
We both slept well!
Tuesday morning we caught the 8:30am Sunrise Bridge opening, then the Las Olas Blvd
bridge and turned up the New River.
The New River bridges are locked down from 7:30am to 9am and 4pm to 6:30pm weekdays for the rush hour traffic. Our arrival at 3rd Avenue bridge was timed so that we
would get there just after 9am. Of course, it's never that easy, the FEC Railroad bridge
went down before we got past the 'Tunnel' ( that the tunnel that allows US 1 to pass under the New River. ). I decided to stay downstream of 3rd avenue bridge rather than risk
getting stuck between 3rd and Andrews Avenue bridges, the wind and current would not
make that an easy place to hold station. On the other hand we were near the Tunnel, the
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River is quite wide there, and much easier to hold station. The bridge was down for
about 20 -25 minutes. As soon as it was rising, we turned upstream and called 3rd avenue bridge for an opening. As we passed under 3rd, we could see there was a 70' motor
vessel under tow between the two bridges. Good decision not to pass 3rd any earlier.
Once past 3rd avenue bridge, Andrews Ave bridge opened, the downstream heading vessels held back while the upstream vessels, and the Tow, cleared, then we turned and followed the Two through 7th avenue bridge, we then turned onto the North fork of the
New River and headed back to our dock.
As always, it was a memorable trip. Thanks Jeff, Judy, Chris & Kellie, Barry & Jamie,
we really enjoyed the trip, even the challenges. Looking forward to next year.
Of course, I would be totally remiss if I didn't acknowledge Peggy's better choice for the
trip home.

Here’s some Humble Pie

Thanks for reading.
You can see more of my posts at
https://www.sailingeximius.com
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Imagine the Bahamas—or—Brenda & Michael Duvall reporting
#1. Hello Everyone,
We are now nine days into our adventure. I will try to recap daily events through today.
So many memories to write about… I’m sure I’ll miss one or two episodes that are
mentionable. Feel free to ask about anything you are interested in.
First of all, as you already know, we departed the dock in Pompano on Monday, May
16th just before dark. We set anchor in Chicken Bay for the night, just outside of the
Hillsboro Inlet bridge. It was an uneventful evening, and we woke up at 0300 or so to
head on our way. It was a gentle evening and an easy exit out the inlet. As we passed
channel markers 3 & 4, we bumped bottom, which was a total surprise. Fortunately,
seas were less than a foot and we were soon past the shoal. Our sail to West End was a
motor until first light, four hours of wonderful sailing, and finally a final motor into Old
Bahama Bay.

OBB is pretty much the same as I remembered, but without all of the boats. I think
there may have been six or eight at the docks. While checking in, we visited the beach
bar. There was only one person there, one lady in the pool, and a couple on the beach.
We saw very few other persons. It was an omen of what was to come.
After check in, we headed towards Mangrove Cay. It was low tide, so we gently motored Indian Channel. It was a beautiful evening, and at sunset we dropped anchor in
the “middle of no where”. It was a glorious evening. The next morning we were once
again on our way to Great Sale Cay, and it was somewhat disappointing. Landing there
has little to see and nothing more than rough terrain to walk about, but OK for the
night. We decided to then head to Foxtown, a place we have never landed at. We found
a great spot to anchor and headed to shore for some food at Da Valley. Cracked conch
and lobster were very tasty. It will be hard to find any better IMHO. From there we
headed east towards Abaco, but our next destination was Pensacola Cay.
What a lovely place to drop a hook. Well protected and beautiful beaches to explore.
We landed at the south end and walked a well marked trail to the east side where a huge
signing tree was filled with memorabilia of other boaters visiting the island. As a side
note, I failed to mention that we became acquainted with another couple in a 52 foot
Hatteras. They shared time with us there and we had a lovely evening at their boat sipping libations and munching on a variety of snacks. Brenda and I headed out early the
following morning to Green Turtle, a 20 mile motoring slog to wind on the nose.
Our anchorage at Green Turtle was just outside of New Plymouth at Settlement Creek.
It was a bit breezy and bouncy, but the temperature was perfect for sleeping. A short
trip to shore with a walk around town was nice, but being Sunday there were no places
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open for shopping or dining. Green Turtle has recovered well from Hurricane Dorian.
There were only a few buildings that were in need of repair.
Our next destination was Treasure Cay. It was as expected. The fuel dock was in operation, but the marina, surrounding town homes, and pool bar are a disaster. Private
homes were in good repair, and we saw few structures that showed evidence of Dorian.
IMHO, there is no reason to return except for diesel. From there we continued on to
Great Guana. This island has had a renaissance since we were last there in 2014. The
north end, Bakers Bay, is booming and appears to be the playground of the extremely
wealthy. Near Orchid Bay marina, we anchored for two nights. Grabbers is open and
has a lively crowd. Food was good, but Kaliks are a bit pricey. We walked to Nippers,
but it was closed for the day. It too is rebuilt. The pool was crystal clear and looked inviting.

We departed this morning for Marsh Harbour. Sailing under main and finally adding the
staysail, we arrived at the anchorage just before noon. For most of this trip we have had
windward courses, tacking our way to the next destination. But, as of now we have only
gone through 32 gallons of diesel ($223 USD). Tonight, we are safely on anchor here in
Marsh Harbour. This community certainly took a beating from Dorian. We have seen
many buildings that were demolished, but there is rebuilding and new construction all
around. The Jib Room Marina is open, but their restaurant is yet to be ready for operation. Conch Inn Marina is also open. I was told that Snappa’s will soon be in operation.
Oddly enough, I would estimate that slip occupancy is only about 25%. We see very
few sailboats… mostly vacation catamarans.
That’s all for now. We’ll write again next week with another update.
Michael
Photo at Grabbers, Great Guana.
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Imagine the Bahamas—#2
Hello Everyone,
The last time I wrote, we were on anchor less than a mile away from where we
are now. This morning I am writing to you from the Conch Inn Marina, Marsh
Harbour, Abaco, Bahamas. :) Across the harbor is the Jib Room Marina. Both
marinas are open, but shore facilities are still under construction.
After arriving here, Brenda and I have made a couple shore excursions. We
were over at Boat Harbour for a meeting with the Seabase management. It
seems to be in full operation. I saw no sailing vessels there and only a handful
of mid-size motor yachts. We dinghy’d to the Jib Room Marina to snorkel at
Mermaid Reef. We spoke with the contractor there, and he said that they are
looking to open the restaurant and bar in a few weeks. The swimming pool is
out waiting to be reinstalled. There is essentially nothing there that survived
Dorian. Beyond that, there were a few boats in the marina. It appears that there
is power at the slips, but there is no fuel dock anymore. I have no idea what the
plans are. Only one house was still standing along the shoreline on our walk to
Mermaid Reef. There is nothing but rubble and slabs to be seen. Mermaid Reef
was lovely. We saw lots of colorful tropical fish and one sea turtle there.
Here at the Conch Inn Marina, the rebuilding of the docks have been sized for
catamarans. There are very few monohull slips, and we are only one of maybe
six sailboats here. We are actually berthed in a catamaran sized slip. The marina is dominated by power and sailing catamarans. Dream Yacht Charters has
an office here. Each slip has metered power and water. Diesel is available but
no gasoline. WIFI is available, but it’s not worth using it. We get way faster responses using mobile data. There is a hotel being built here, and Snappa’s is
near completion. All of the other marinas that were along this side of the harbour are nothing more than pilings. No buildings survived Dorian, including Dive Abaco. The only restaurant along Bay Street that is open is “Colors”. Brenda
and I took a short walk through the nearby neighborhood, and it is still quite
bleak with repairs. Sadly, management here no longer welcomes the Boy
Scouts of America, so we’ll leave here to meet them at the Union Jack Public
Dock on Monday.
We had a lot of rain yesterday and this morning, but we have managed to get
laundry done and other chores in preparation for tomorrow. The skies are finally clearing, so hopefully Brenda and I will be able to explore Marsh Harbour before departure. Imagine has been performing flawlessly, with minor exceptions.
As you probably know, there is always something to attend to… minor fixes and
annoyances.
I'll update again next week when we have more to say. In the meantime, we
hope you are enjoying your Memorial Day Weekend, remembering those that
made the ultimate sacrifice.
Michael
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Imagine the Bahamas— #3
Michael Duvall
Sun, Jun 5, 11:37 AM (1 day ago)
to bcc: me
Hello Everyone,
It's been a fun, enlightening, and interesting week. Let me start out saying that these
young men with the Boy Scouts of America have been a pleasure to have aboard and to
work with. The future of America will be in good hands.
After boarding on Monday, we made a short motoring trip near Marsh Harbour to anchor for the night. Weather was blustery and the waters choppy. Fortunately, the storm
passed and the crew were able to get into the water for their swim test. Everyone completed and of course some faster than others. It was a first time experience for some to
swim in salt water. Afterwards, the crew was treated to a spaghetti dinner compliments
of Imagine's First Officer, Miss Brenda.
Tuesday, we headed for Man-O-War, anchoring near the north end near Scopley Rock.
The crew was dropped off to check out the Cay. For those familiar with the area, the
"Better Homes & Gardens" house that was on Dilly Cay was decimated by Dorian.
However, most of the buildings have been rebuilt or repaired. There were several boats
in the sound that were salvaged and under restoration. The Bahamians are resilient!
Taking advantage of the beautiful weather, we departed for snorkeling at Fowl Cay the
next morning. By afternoon, storm clouds began to appear, and we continued on to
Great Guana Cay. We were successful setting the Rocna at Fisher Bay, and it wasn't
long before the crew arrived at Grabbers to explore the island. I was told the the kitchen
at Nippers was closed, but swimming at the beach was spectacular. While the crew explored, Brenda and I took advantage of some quiet time aboard Imagine. By Wednesday
evening, we became aware of the tropical weather system that was predicted to arrive
later in the week.
After discussing the forecast with Captain Paul aboard Jarro, we agreed to position or
boats closer to Marsh Harbour for safe harbor. We headed south early Thursday morning
for some fun at Tahiti Beach and the backtracked to Hopetown for a mooring ball. With
winds predicted to be near 40 kts, we felt hanging on an anchor was not prudent. Once
secured in the mooring field, the crew was anxious to see what Hopetown is all about. It
was already late in the day, but ice cream was found. Later, the crew grilled burgers
served with salad and baked beans.
Early Friday started with an excursion to the Hopetown lighthouse followed with some
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shopping at the local grocery. Before the day was out the kayak and paddle board was
tried out by several crew members. After lunch, we discovered that we were out of fresh
water. After talking to the fuel dock attendant I was directed to the Hopetown Marina.
The dock master, Robert, was very friendly and helpful. He directed me to bring Imagine to the dock for water. The neighboring boat owner came out to assist with dock
lines. He was interested in the Seabase crew and later retuned with a box of treats to
share. Some of the crew took advantage of the showers while we filled the tanks. As we
were ready for departure, Robert returned to read the water meter. We took on 132 gallons. As I reached for my wallet, he stopped me and told me that I owed nothing. He also declined my offer of a tip. Back on the mooring ball, crew departed to wash clothes:
six dollars per load to wash or dry. Friday night dinner consisted of our traditional pizza
aboard along with garden salad! A final shore run just before dark to get ice cream
rounded out the day.
The breeze picked up overnight. We awoke Saturday morning to some light rain and the
winds singing in the standing rigging. Imagine gently rocked on her mooring.
Windy.com and nhc.noaa.gov information accurately predicted an increase of wind
throughout the day. The Dodger and Connector began to seep as the rain continued. The
crew cooked an excellent breakfast of bacon & eggs. By noon, the crew were dropped
off onshore to explore and visit the Hopetown Marina. The pool and hot tub beckoned.
A little bit of rain and wind did not spoil the afternoon. By 1430 weather bands began to
sweep across the harbor. By 1600 it became rather sporty. We don't have an anometer
aboard, but I was very glad that the mooring ball held, else panic would have ensued.
Crew was still ashore, so I kept busy with chores.

My buddy boat estimated 40+ kts. Saturday night. His headsail partially unfurled and
the leach was shredded by Sunday morning. We departed Hopetown at 0700 to drop
crew off at the Union Jack dock at 0900. Saying goodbye was bittersweet. The BSA
crew from Oconee, GA will be missed.
This afternoon we'll be at the Conch Harbor Marina to reprovision and prepare to greet
our next crew that arrives tomorrow.
Stand by for another update next week.
Michael and Brenda
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Imagine the Bahamas— #4
Hello Everyone!!!
As I begin to write, we are docked at the Conch Inn Marina in Marsh Harbour, Abaco
Bahamas. As you know, this community was devastated by Hurricane Dorian in 2019.
None of the marinas survived the fury. Rebuilding continues. To the North is the Jib
Room Marina. Docks are in place. Shore facilities are under construction, but it appears
that it will be weeks, maybe months, before it is in full operation. On this side of the
harbour, two of the three previous marinas are near completion: Harbour View and
Conch Inn. Mangoes has not yet started any reconstruction. Its previous marina is nothing more than pilings. Shore facilities are scraped clean.

Here at the Conch Inn Marina, we have electricity and water at the slips. Only diesel is
available at a separate dock. Gasoline is not available anywhere around the harbor; nor
is propane.
The Conch Inn Marina was rebuilt using PVC pilings and plastic lumber. Docks are
fixed and primarily designed for boats with 20+ foot beams. The finger piers are way
too short, and IMHO way too high to easily disembark. In our case, stern to docking
was not an option, so the "ladder" cannot be reached. We had to position a five gallon
bucket near the aft shrouds as an aid to get to/from the dock. Low tide only exacerbates
the situation. Be sure that your sandals don't slip on the plastic deck planks. I go barefoot.
Speaking of barefoot and shoes, I just realized that I haven't worn any real shoes or
sneakers since January. Maybe that's why I'm hobling around with a probably broken
little toe.
The marina here has one washer and one dryer. Both are new. It's five dollars to wash or
dry. Yes, $10 per load. Two unisex bathrooms and one open air shower pretty much
rounds out the amenities at this time. Water pressure is minimal; barely adequate to
rinse the shampoo from my nearly bald head. Ice: $5 per bag, maybe 10 lbs, but not
sure.
By 0700 the construction crew are busy with
completing an 18 room hotel. Snappa's is nearly
ready to open. The front office foundation is
about done. Once completed, a swimming pool
will be installed.

The staff and dock workers are friendly and
helpful. Michael Albury runs this operation.
We'll be here for a couple nights until we reprovision. Our next crew was delayed due to
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Imagine the Bahamas— #4 - cont’d
weather, but we may pick up another group by the end of the week. In the meantime,
Brenda and I are looking to head south towards Little Harbor to visit the foundry and
Pete's Pub.
Today is Whit Monday, a Bahamian and around the world holiday. Not much is open for
business. But, I did walk to Maxwell's Supermarket for a few items and some exercise. I
found a cold Kalik on the way home and picked up a quart of conch salad for later.

Attached are a couple photos to ponder. I think the Christie sign was previously Dive
Abaco. I have no idea about the other structure.

Follow us on our journey
https://share.garmin.com/ImagineKaufman47
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51 Years
1971-2022
And
Still Going Strong

We Need You!
Our club is driven by a dedicated
group of volunteers even during
these times of the pandemic. There
are over 80 volunteer positions and
most can only be held for a maximum two consecutive years. So we
need you! Are you willing to help
guide our club next year? The return on investment is a
healthy club. What could you offer? Please contact me
if you would like to find out how you can get involved
in what is probably the most dynamic sailing club in
our area. Send me an Email or give me a call–
Ross Hunton 2022 Commodore

hisc.commdore@gmail
561-870-9657
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Looking for dock and Liveaboard in Broward or South Palm Beach
Meet 42 Catalina aka Salty Paws—Contact Terri Coburn on the club’s
Facebook Page.
Hi club mates
Working on finding a slip in or close to Hollywood for Dec this year.
Will be bringing down my Benetaue 393 as weather permits this fall
from NJ. - Contact Bruce Schwatz on the club’s Facebook Page.

I am looking for an in water or out of water storage or private dock for
mid may to October for a 44 ft sailboat let me know not live aboard Contact Josh Mclean—David Walters Yachts.
Stay tuned—and if you know of a dock wanted or available, let me know.

If you have or need dock space, the best place to post it is on the Club’s Facebook
Page. We will post it here if you send an email to the Inlet Outlet Editor (it will also get included in the Club Classifield Ads Online at hisc.org )
Please make sure the email includes the following information:
Length of Dock available / required
Depth of Dock or Depth of Boat
Any special needs (eg. Lift, Power, Water, etc.)
Contact name
Contact Phone Number & Contact Email
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The Hillsboro Inlet Soundings are
provided by Hillsboro Inlet District Captain, we hope you find
them useful when Navigating the
Inlet
Captain Woody Draughon, Jr., the
Hillsboro Inlet District Captain.
(Image dated 11-03-2021)
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Member Classified.
For sale: Eight HP 4-stroke Mercury outboard, 2008 with 6.6 remote gas
tank. Starts at first pull. $600.00. Call Tom Garvey (954)790-5235
For sale 1991 Catalina 34 MK 1.5.Wing keel, 4'3" draft. With walk through
transom In great condition. 25 HP 3 Cyl. diesel. with AC, refrig, electric
head, arch with three large solar panels, large AGM battery bank, and separate starter battery, inverter, macerator, advanced electronics for battery monitoring, brand new B & G chart plotter, new Mac mainsail and Mack stack
pack. Propane stove and oven, handheld VHF radio with GPS, and regular
VHF radio.
There's also a wall mounted TV new prop., barbq, outboard engine and other
gear. The dockage is assumable in lhp reduced, $35,000 Call Tom at 954-790
-5235. I will be away until May 23rd as of Thursday

FOR SALE 2016 Mercury 3.5 HP 4 cycle Outboard, 41 lbs. hardly used, $700.00.
John Sammons captjms@gmail.com or 954 781 6011
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Second Wind Sails Located in Fort Lauderdale,
Yachting Capital of the
World. LOOKING FOR USED
SAILS? HAVE SAILS TO SELL?
Second Wind Can Help!

Buying a used sail has never been easier! Click on one
link below to use the sail
online search to check our always up-to-date online sail inventory
https://
www.secondwindsail.com
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Inlet Outlet Editor
Paul Alcock

The Inlet/Outlet is published by the Hillsboro Inlet Sailing Club. Items for publication should be submitted
to the Inlet Outlet Editor: hisc.editor@gmail.com in text format.
Paper documents or photos should be delivered or mailed to:
Paul Alcock - Inlet Outlet Editor
5804 NW 18th Court
Margate FL 33063
Tel: (954) 736-7114
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Hillsboro Inlet Sailing Club - June 2022
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Club Classified Note
If you have a boat, dinghy or other Marine item to sell, please provide a description, one
or two photos and the correct contact information. Deadline for submission is the 15th
of the month. Thanks. Paul Alcock—Inlet Outlet Editor
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Inlet/Outlet
Hillsboro Inlet Sailing Club
P.O. Box 5241
Lighthouse Point, FL 33074-5241

INTERNET HOME PAGE
http://www.hisc.org

Don't miss this great source of information
provided by
Your Club’s Tech Team

The Inlet/Outlet, with color photos, is available on
the HISC website.

Find us on FaceBook
https://www.facebook.com/groups/hisc.org

E-MAIL NOTICES

Ads for the Inlet/Outlet

If you :
• are not receiving periodic e-mail
notices of HISC events.
• do not wish to receive HISC notifications.
• wish to send an appropriate e-mail “blast” to all
members.
Send an e-mail to Paul Alcock at:

Paul Alcock is your ad-man, for the Inlet/Outlet.
Business Card "Special", for Club Members

$100.00/per yr. 12-issues
Also Larger Ads Available .
Call for Info:
(954) 736-7114

hisccoordinator@gmail.com
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